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L I V I N G  R O O M  D E S I G N



When it comes to interior design, comfort is one of the main desires of people, especially in these hard

times. Having and being in a relaxing atmosphere makes us feel connected with ourselves and with the

space itself embracing a more mindful approach to our daily basis.

This living room design is the flawless representation of how we can connect with our space, placing the

right items in the right places to transform a home into a safe place – a place where we can be ourselves.

Composed by Edward Sofa and Inside Table Set, this space exhales a warm feeling that never runs off.

Concerning Edward, the inspiration of this modular

piece comes exactly from a desire to retreat from

cosmopolitan life. A clean design with generous

proportions and a wide range of elements to fit today’s

lifestyle. In every opportunity you have to experience

how comfortable it is, you will immerse yourself in the

world of dreams.
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While Edward makes you escape from the noise of

the outside world, Inside Table provides every

functionality you need, encouraging you to a slower

way of living. After all, comfortcore is nothing

without a bit of purpose flowing in the design.

Small decoration items, soft textures and discreet colours that are blended in a space that radiates

comfort and cosiness from the smallest detail. What more can we ask for?

Domkapa is an upholstery brand based in Portugal that presents several similarities to the haute-couture philosophy focused on the

value of a “made by hand”. Since 2009, Domkapa challenges its team to create the perfect daily meeting between design and

comfort. Our design team works side by side with the production, and this organic synergy allows the creation of innovative designs.
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